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Summary

An interactive interface for character posing is important in the field of computer
graphics, games, and virtual reality. The inverse kinematics (IK) solver is the most
popular approach that satisfies both the kinematic equations and the user-defined
position and orientation constraints on the end-effectors. In this paper, we present
a novel interactive IK framework that efficiently handles various types of collisions
and the spatial relationship constraints during the character posing process. Based
on our method, a desired human pose can be easily obtained while resolving a colli-
sion with the environment and maintaining the spatial relationship of body parts. In
addition, the character pose is smoothly updated throughout the user manipulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An interactive interface for character posing is essential for the research and application of computer graphics, games, and
virtual reality. Existing commercial tools (e.g., Maya, Motion builder, and Blender) provide basic character animation tools and
interfaces; however, it is still very time-consuming to produce a high quality character animation. This is because resolving
self-collisions and collisions between characters and the environment require repetitive editing operations, even for skilled
animators. Therefore, the need for a new motion editing system that can efficiently and intuitively handle various types of
collisions is rapidly increasing.

A key element for intuitive character posing is a good inverse kinematics (IK) solver. It satisfies a set of user-specified position
and orientation constraints on the end-effectors with minimal modifications to the input pose. A desired pose can be achieved
by a sparse set of constraints instead of individually adjusting each joint of the character. In this respect, the IK is especially
useful when editing the pose of a character that has many degrees of freedom in the hierarchical skeleton structure. Thanks to
long-standing studies for IK for several decades, its speed, stability, and precision have been drastically improved, and recent
IK frameworks1–3 allow the user to manipulate the character pose interactively.

While most previous IK methods have focused on the computation cost and the naturalness of the pose, we focus on two novel
topics in the character posing process: collision handling and spatial relationship. In a virtual environment with collision objects,
the character should be able to update its pose without penetrating the objects. A simple collision handling approach would
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be repeatedly pulling the deepest penetration point along the normal direction until no further collision is detected. However,
this process easily fails in practice because penetrating the body parts and objects frequently occurs in close proximity. A pull
operation often leads to other collisions which did not exist before. In addition, such a method often generates unpredictable and
unintended artifacts such as jerky or oscillating motions (see Fig.7 ). Maintaining spatial relationships, such as relative positions
and orientations between body pairs, is another important topic for efficient character posing. In conventional IK techniques,
a user has to frequently update the same independent body parts to maintain their original relationship as the relationship gets
easily broken during the character posing process.

In this paper, we present a novel interactive IK framework that automatically and efficiently handle various types of collisions
and spatial relationship. For the collision handling, we suggest a new type of linear constraint (half-space constraint) and a novel
collision response strategy based on gradual constraint-accumulation. Specifically, the constraints that were used in the previous
iterations continue to be used while more constraints are added to finally resolve the collisions. This approach also allows the
user to edit human motion without any repetitive procedures and tuning the parameters. Regarding the spatial relationship,
we provide another linear constraint (relative constraint) that preserves complex spatial relationships between body parts. Our
approach is novel in that both half-space constraints for collision handling and relative constraints for pose editing are embedded
into an IK solver.

Technically, our IK method is formulated as a non-linear optimization that uses several iterations. After solving the opti-
mization, we can continuously obtain a smooth human motion without collisions in real-time. For quantitative and qualitative
comparisons, we update the character pose using different IK methods under same collision scenarios. The results show that our
method produces the desired character pose more efficiently by additionally handling collisions and maintaining spatial rela-
tionships between body parts, compared to existing IK methods that only allows the user to impose the position and orientation
constraint on the character. The accompanying video also can be found online at https://vimeo.com/298141291.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related work in inverse kinematics and collision handling in the context of character pose
manipulation.

Inverse Kinematics. For decades, many researchers in the field of computer animation and robotics have addressed the
problem of determining the optimal joint angles of the character by the positions and orientations of a sparse set of end effec-
tors. Specifically, studies of the IK by constructing a Jacobian matrix with a linear equation have been frequently proposed. The
resulting joint angles are obtained by iteratively computing the small displacements of the end-effectors until convergence. Zhao
and Badler4 proposed a non-linear optimization-based IK solver for editing a human-like figure. Rose et al.5 incorporated this
formulation with various types of spatial constraints. Lee and Shin6 suggested a hybrid approach to manipulate human motion
in a fast manner with different types of character configurations. Buss7 comprehensively introduced several Jacobian-based IK
solvers. However, the computation of the inverse of Jacobian matrix is expensive.

The Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) approach proposed by Wang and Chen 8 is simple and fast enough for real-time appli-
cation as it avoids a series of matrix calculations such as the inverse of the Jacobian and Hessian. However, this approach
often gives the user unrealistic human motions such as unintended discontinuities and jerkiness. FABRIK by Aristidou and
Lasenby2 is a recent IK method that calculates each joint position by minimizing the distance between the target and the corre-
sponding end-effector one at a time. Recently, Harish et al.3 proposed a GPU-based IK system for achieving high performance.
Erleben and Andrews9 introduced a way of exactly computing the Hessians to achieve not only better performance but also
higher accuracy. We would like to refer the reader to the seminal work of Aristidou et al.10 for understanding long history of
the IK. In summary, these methods have mostly attempted a fast and accurate IK solution during user manipulation. However,
to our knowledge, none of the previous IK approaches have focused on the collision handling problem. Furthermore, naive
applications of existing methods do not provide a visually pleasing result.
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FIGURE 1 System overview

Collision Handling. Accurately detecting collisions between characters or the character-environment is a challenging task due
to the complex joint configuration of human characters. Most previous methods have mainly focused on low-resolution abstrac-
tion of either the object or character shape to detect the collisions in an efficient manner. OBB-based collision detection11, 12

is a widely used method for detecting collisions using the nested bounding volumes for each node of an object. Sullivan et
al.13 approximated the object to determine the intersections. The main strategy is dividing the object into several parts using a
hierarchical subdivision to enable efficient localized collision detection with reduced computation. Similarly, we embed a low-
resolution triangular mesh into the target character and detect collisions using libccd14, which is suitable for hierarchical and
geometric representation to achieve high performance.

When it comes to solving IK with collision avoidance, incorporating IK with the specified collision constraints is a promising
way to create collision free animation and there are several data-driven IK approaches for collision avoidance15–17. A simple
collision resolving approach using existing IK methods 1–4, 6, 8, 18–22 works for relatively simple collisions by pulling out the
specified position on the character joint towards the surface of the collision object. However, the resulting animation is likely
to be unnatural because it is not sufficient to obtain temporal smoothness.

3 INTERACTIVE CHARACTER POSING

In this section, we represent the body and hand models that are used for our IK system and then describe the objective function
and additional constraints that allow the user to accurately and efficiently pose a character. These constraints are manually or
automatically specified according to the circumstances. Finally, we describe the numerical optimization of the presented IK
solution method in detail.

3.1 The Skeletal Model Representation

Each joint in the character body has its own local position and orientation. There are three types of joints: prismatic, hinge, and
ball in our system, but more other different joint models could be added as well. A prismatic joint represents three translation
degree of freedoms (DOFs) and is used for the root joint. A hinge joint that has 1 DOF allows rotation on a single axis. A ball
joint permits three rotation DOFs and is represented by Euler angles. In this paper, a character consists of 21 joints, and it is
represented as a vector, x = {tx, ty, tz, o, r1, r2,… , r63} ∈ ℝ69 used for defining the character pose per-frame (see Fig.2 ), where
{tx, ty, tz} is root translation, o is root orientation as quaternion, and {ri} is joint angle.
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FIGURE 2 Our skeleton and mesh model. (left) The character skeleton model with joint indices and a character mesh; (right)
a hand skeleton model and a hand mesh. The meshes are used for accurate collision detection.

In addition, we define a skeletal hand model based on 16 joints. We also demonstrate the collision handling of the hand model
and show how well our method works for complex joint configuration (see Fig. 2 ) The defined mesh is locally attached on
every joint and To achieve better performance, we use the simplified capsule and cylinder types model for the fingers.

3.2 Numerical Optimization

In this section, we describe each component of our IK solver including the objective function and various types of con-
straints (half-space, relative, and inequality) and present how to put them together to solve. Due to the inherent non-linearity
of the IK solution, our method is formulated as a non-linear constrained optimization problem that iteratively mini-
mizes the distance between the end-effectors and their corresponding target positions. Specifically, we use Limited-memory
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (LBFGS), which is fast and stable in computing the approximated inverse Hessian matrix.

Objective. The objective is defined as the sum of the distances between the end-effectors and their target positions. The energy
term for each end-effector and its gradient can be written as follows:

f ak (q) = ‖xk(q) − xdk‖
2
2, (1)

)f ak (q)
)q = 2(xk(q) − xdk )

⊤ )xk(q)
)q (2)

Here, xdk is the desired k-th end-effector position needed to be satisfied, and )xk(q)
)q is the Jacobian matrix for k-th end-effector.

Half-space Constraint. The half-space constraint is a novel type of constraint specifically designed to produce smooth and
natural human motion during interactive collision handling. In the case of a naive collision handling approach where positional
and rotational constraints are imposed per-frame, the character often exhibits an unnatural pose during interactive manipulation.
A typical artifact caused by the naive approach is that the character looks to be excessively dragged by the collision object as if
there is very strong friction between the character and the object. This happens because the positional and rotational constraints
push the character towards a single direction at each frame, which is the normal direction of the colliding triangle of the object
mesh Fig 7 .
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FIGURE 3 A half-space constraint is automatically specified when a collision is detected between the sphere and the charac-
ter’s back. The red arrow represents the normal vector of the plane. The half-space constraint enables smoother adjustment of
the character’s pose compared to the simple positional constraint based approach.

To address this issue, we use several half-space constraints when a collision is detected. A set of half-space constraints works
together, allowing it to find the most effective direction rather than penalizing the direction along the vertical or horizontal direc-
tion of the colliding object. As a result, we get smooth and natural movement of the character during interactive manipulation
as the character is not being dragged by the object.

Fig. 3 shows the illustration of half-space. A half-space refers to one side of a plane defined by a plane equation. During the
optimization, the distance between the i-th half-space and k-th end-effector are minimized, and those errors are added as a soft
constraint. The energy term and its gradient are written as follows:

fℎk (q) = ‖(xk(q) − p)⊤ni + di‖22, (3)

)fℎk (q)
)q = 2(xk(q) − p)⊤(nin⊤i )

)xk(q)
)q + 2din⊤i

)xk(q)
)q (4)

The i-th half-space is represented as a normal vector ni with user defined scalar value di and plane position p. Here, ni is defined
by the cross product between two vectors and p is a colliding point. The proposed half-space constraint is easily embedded into
any kind of IK method as a soft constraint because it is simply formulated as linear equation form.

Relative Constraint. The spatial relationship between the hands which should be preserved in the cases like weight-lifting
and push-ups animations are highly likely to be broken when the user tries to manually and independently adjust one of the
hands of a character using the IK with position constraints, however, using our relative constraints between any body part of the
character significantly helps the animator to save time and effort as those strictly sustain the relative directions and distances
between body joints during the user manipulation.

The relative constraints are formulated as a linear equation so that we can easily embed them into the IK solver. Similar to the
half-space constraint, we treat the relative constraint as a soft constraint. For two different k-th and l-th joint of a character. The
energy term and the gradient of the relative constraint are written as below:

f rk(q) = ‖ (xk(q) − xl(q))
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

xk,l(q)

− (xdk (q) − xdl (q))
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

xdk,l(q)

‖

2
2, (5)

)f rk(q)
)q = 2(xk,l(q) − xdk,l(q))

⊤ )xk,l(q)
)q (6)
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FIGURE 4 Relative constraint. (left) Without relative constraint, the original distance and direction between the left hand and
the left leg is not maintained during interactive collision handling. (right) By specifying a relative constraint, the character
always holds its left leg using its left hand during the collision handling.

Here, xdk (q) and xdl (q) are the original k-th and l-th joint position of the character respectively.

Inequality Constraint. The resulting character pose is often unnatural, even though all the constraints are satisfied because
any joint angle could be greater than the thresholds that should not be violated. To address this issue, we employ inequality
constraints to force the joint angles into the boundary to prevent the resulting pose from having reverse-bended joints. The
inequality constraints are handled during the iteration, and those with upper and lower boundaries are defined as follows:

qLk < qk < qUk , k = 1,… , n, (7)

where qLk and qUk are lower and upper joint angle boundary respectively, and n is the number of joints.

Optimization. Our optimizer for solving IK is based on Newton’s method with the Hessian matrix. It can be linearized as
follows:

f (qk + Δq) ≅ f (qk) + Δq⊤▽f (qk) +
1
2
Δq⊤HkΔq, (8)

where qk and Hk is the joint angles and the Hessian matrix of f (qk) at the k-th iteration. Combining all the derivatives of the
equality constraints is represented by ▽f (qk). We obtain the following equation after differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to
the search direction Δq:

Δqk = −H−1
k ▽f (qk). (9)

We need to iteratively solve Eq. (9) until it converges to a minimum of the error where ‖ f (qk + Δq) − f (qk)‖22 ≈ 0 after the
line search qk+1 = qk + �kΔq with step size �k. However, computing H−1

k at every iteration requires high computational cost,
and its time complexity is normally (n3). IIn our implementation, we use L-BFGS that iteratively uses the following equation
for approximating H−1

k+1 to achieve computational efficiency:

• Step: qk+1 = qk − �kH−1
k ▽f (qk)

• Update: H−1
k+1 = (I − �ksky

⊤
k )H

−1
k (I − �kyks

⊤
k ) + �ksks

⊤
k ,

where �k =
1

y⊤sk
, sk = qk+1 − qk, and yk = ▽f (qk+1) −▽f (qk). Furthermore, we use the L-BFGS method that defines

H−1
k ▽f (qk) as the sum of inner products associated with ▽f (qk) and { sk, yk}. We then replace the previous pairs with the

newest one once it gets a new iteration done. We also use NLOPT library23 to incorporate the inequality constraints (Eq. (7))
with the optimization.
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Algorithm 1 Collision Detection and Avoidance
B : A set of objects;
D : A set of detected positions of the character;
ℂ : A set of constraints;
pt : character pose at time t;
vt : character displacements at time t;
pnew : resulting character pose;

1 foreach b ∈ B do
D ← DetectCollision (pt , b);

2 if D is not empty then
ℂ← AddConstraint (D, ℂ);

end
end

3 if ℂ is not empty then
4 foreach c ∈ ℂ do
5 pt+1 ← pt ⊕ vt ;
6 p′t+1 ← pt+1⊕Clamp (IK (p′t+1, c)⊖ pt+1);
7 p′t+1 ←Blend (pt ′,p′t+1, �);
8 pnew ← p′t+1;

end
end

4 COLLISION HANDLING

In this section, we describe how to efficiently handle collisions that frequently happen during the user manipulation. A simple
and intuitive way to resolve collisions is utilizing a penalty-based method, which is considered as repeatedly pulling the deepest
collision point out to the outward direction from the colliding object. However, it does not guarantee a collision-free result,
and newly unwanted collisions can be introduced sporadically so that it easily gets bogged down. To solve this problem, a
few collision handling methods based on the kinematic approach have been introduced. Our work is similar to 24 in terms of
incorporating the kinematic constraints with IK for collision avoidance. Ours differs from it in that our system deals with new
types of constraints, which are half-space and relative constraints. They achieve smooth results without any discontinuousness
or jerkiness even when realistically interacting with more complex objects. Our method also does not need to precompute the
spatial relationships between the character and objects for either reusing them or predicting the collision trajectories. As a
result, ours is faster and more suitable for real-time applications.

Collision detection is an important process and influences the quality of subsequent collision avoidance. We design our own
collision detection model to fit well with the character posing system. A human skeletal model is a highly articulated concave
(non-convex) so we divide it into several convex parts for speedup and robustness. We sample a set of points on the surface of
each convex part to construct a triangular mesh for accuracy (see Fig. 2 ). The collision is then detected between the convex
meshes using libccd14.

The initial poses are defined by the user and collision detection is performed at each iteration. If there is a collision, we impose
half-space constraints on the character body and solve the IK described in Sec. (3.2). Our approach reuses the previous synthe-
sized poses and their joint velocities to compute the current pose, which is similar to Lee et al.25 in terms of blending nearest
poses. Hence, the resulting pose is smooth without discontinuity during interactive manipulation. Algorithm (1) elaborates how
to detect the collisions and how to synthesize the new character pose. It also incorporates several set of constraints into the
interactive character posing system for an interactive frame rate.
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FIGURE 5 In this example, the character pose is updated by the collision between the sphere object and the right hand of the
character.

FIGURE 6 Screen shots for interactive character posing. The character pose is edited by the collision between the cylinder
object and the character.

5 RESULTS

In this section, we show our IK manipulation examples in two collision handling scenarios: a user manipulating the end-
effectors of the character and a user manipulating the object around the character. In both cases, we maintain the original root
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FIGURE 7 Image sequence in the first row shows the collision handling of a penalty-based collision handling method that
uses the positional constraints without any half-space constraint. The second row shows the resulting motion generated by our
method (1).

translation {tx, ty, tz} and orientation qr for an effective demo. Finally, we also compare the collision handling behavior of our
IK approach to a conventional IK approach given the same user manipulation and collision objects.

Example 1. In the first example (Fig. 1), we interactively pose a character in a virtual environment with four colliding objects
with different shapes. Based on the half-space constraint and the collision handling algorithm (1), the collision of the end-
effector is detected and resolved in real-time. The resulting motion is smooth and shows no jerkiness at all because of the
motion blending. Without our collision handling approach, it usually takes much more time and effort to obtain similar poses.

Example 2. In the examples shown in Fig. 5 ,6 ,7 a collision object is manipulated by the user and the character interactively
updates its pose in order to resolve the collision. In this case, we detect the collision on the entire character body. When the
collision is detected, we add a half-space constraint to the affected end-effectors and solve the IK objective function. Our
approach provides not only interactive manipulation but also natural resulting motion that is comparable to the motion generated
by expensive physics simulation approaches.

Error graph. Fig. 8 compares the joint trajectories over time during interactive posing. The graph from our method shows
a smooth curve over whereas the graph obtained from the IK method, which is based on the penalty-based collision handling
method without the half-space constraints for collision avoidance shows sudden fluctuations, which result in visually unpleasant
jerkiness in motion.

6 DISCUSSION

We have presented a novel IK method that efficiently handles collisions and maintains the spatial relationships between body-
to-body or body to-environment situations. Previous IK techniques are handy when the user tries to edit the character pose from
the sparse set of end-effector positions and orientations. However, it is difficult for the user to avoid the collisions between a
character and objects in the environment when interacting with the end-effectors, because it involves repeated manipulations.
Hence, being able to smoothly and continuously handle collisions is the main feature of our system using the half-space
constraint. In that sense, our method does not directly compete with other existing IK methods, but adds more functions in terms
of handling collisions by adding the proposed constraints on the top of existing ones. Specifically, the resulting motion is likely
to stick to the objects to be avoided so that the jerkiness could be occurred when using the conventional IK with the positional
equality constraints. Hence, the desired pushing direction for collision avoidance should be well defined and the half-space
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FIGURE 8 Comparison of the joint trajectories of our proposed and conventional IK method during collision handling. Based
on the graphs, the proposed method (HSIK: half-space IK) generates smoother motions than the conventional IK. The joint
trajectories were obtained from the example in Fig. 7 .

constraint allows the resulting motion to be edited smoothly along the tangential direction of colliding surface. Experiments
show that ours allows interactive and natural character posing, and provides quantitatively and qualitatively a superior motion
over the existing IK approach without the proposed half-space, relative constraints, and collision handing approach. We believe
that our new IK approach would provide an immersed user experience during character posing in virtual environments.

Preserving the spatial relationship while editing character motion has been studied and found in 26–28, however, those are mainly
about editing the motion paths27, 28 and the 3D mesh structure embeded into the character17, 26 Additionally solving IK is
essential for the animator to rig the character after posing it by using Ho et al.26. To the extent of our knowledge, incorporating
the relative constraint with IK has not been considered and introduced yet. We believe that ours can be integrated with any type
of IK system.

One of the interesting features of our framework is that the interactive collision handling result resembles physically-simulated
animation as shown in the accompanying video. Our approach can be considered as first-order dynamics, which allows easier
control and does not require complex balancing computations. In simple collision handling cases, the proposed approach is a
useful alternative to physics-based full-body simulation. However, the results might generate unnatural motions given a strong
external force.
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In the future, we plan to add some physical attributes such as mass to the IK framework and make physically correct IK
solutions. Extending the framework to multi-character cases is another promising future direction.
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